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PEGASUS POOL PRODUCTSPEGASUS POOL PRODUCTS

1/272 LAVARACK AVENUE1/272 LAVARACK AVENUE
PINKENBA QLD 4008PINKENBA QLD 4008

sales@pegasuspoolproducts.comsales@pegasuspoolproducts.com

PH: PH: 3260 22533260 2253
FAX: FAX: 3260 22683260 2268

MOB: 0413 600 544MOB: 0413 600 544

COMMERCIAL SWIMMINGCOMMERCIAL SWIMMING
POOL CLEANERSPOOL CLEANERS

SWIMMING POOL PUMPSSWIMMING POOL PUMPS

POOL ACCESSORIESPOOL ACCESSORIES

The Tiger Shark 2 Plus is a The Tiger Shark 2 Plus is a 
computer-controlled cleaner computer-controlled cleaner 
that programs the cleaning that programs the cleaning 
pattern to suit the pool. The pattern to suit the pool. The 

Tiger Shark 2 Plus cleans all the Tiger Shark 2 Plus cleans all the 
pool floor, walls, inclines and pool floor, walls, inclines and 

steps. The removable filter steps. The removable filter 
cartridge is simple and quick to cartridge is simple and quick to 
clean. Weighing less than 10kg, clean. Weighing less than 10kg, 

it is easy to handle with its it is easy to handle with its 
durable plastic trolley. This is durable plastic trolley. This is 

perfect for the backyard perfect for the backyard 
sized pool.sized pool.

The Aqua Prince is designed for The Aqua Prince is designed for 
medium-sized pools. Its robust medium-sized pools. Its robust 
design and performance means design and performance means 

many years of dependable many years of dependable 
service. Its powerful suction service. Its powerful suction 

action means its cleaning ability action means its cleaning ability 
is second to none in its class. is second to none in its class. 
Place it in the pool, turn it on Place it in the pool, turn it on 

and watch it go to work for you. and watch it go to work for you. 
The easily removable filters are The easily removable filters are 
cleaned in a matter of minutes. cleaned in a matter of minutes. 

The Aqua Prince is an automatic The Aqua Prince is an automatic 
cleaner that is built to last.cleaner that is built to last.

Fast, easy and so convenient. The Fast, easy and so convenient. The 
Commander is fully automatic, Commander is fully automatic, 
completely self-contained and completely self-contained and 

comes with the added benefit of comes with the added benefit of 
radio control. The Commander radio control. The Commander 

package includes a mobile hoist to package includes a mobile hoist to 
provide effort free lifting of the provide effort free lifting of the 

cleaner into and out of the pool as cleaner into and out of the pool as 
well as easy transport around the well as easy transport around the 
pool. The Commander provides pool. The Commander provides 

you with flexibility and you with flexibility and 
performance at its best. A performance at its best. A 

Commander will save you time, Commander will save you time, 
effort and money.effort and money.

COMMANDER 
(Kingshark 2 Plus)

Large to Olympic Pools

AQUA PRINCE 
(Kingshark)

Medium Sized Pools

TIGER SHARK 2 
(NEW) 

Domestic Sized Pools

Pegasus Pool Products is a Queensland authorised sales and repair centre for Pegasus Pool Products is a Queensland authorised sales and repair centre for 
the world-acclaimed Aquavac Pool Cleaners, the most efficient range of the world-acclaimed Aquavac Pool Cleaners, the most efficient range of 

domestic and commercial pool cleaners in the market today.domestic and commercial pool cleaners in the market today.

Pegasus Pool Products can supply a competitive price for all domestic and Pegasus Pool Products can supply a competitive price for all domestic and 
commercial pool equipment from most major equipment suppliers.commercial pool equipment from most major equipment suppliers.

Even if you have an existing pool cleaner that's on the blink, call us or bring it in Even if you have an existing pool cleaner that's on the blink, call us or bring it in 
and one of our trained technicians will offer an easy and cost effective solution and one of our trained technicians will offer an easy and cost effective solution 

to any technical problem.to any technical problem.

  So, whether you are thinking of purchasing a product from this extensive range So, whether you are thinking of purchasing a product from this extensive range 
or simply making sure your cleaner is ready to meet the challenges of another or simply making sure your cleaner is ready to meet the challenges of another 
summer, Pegasus Pool Products are here and ready to help and assist you. summer, Pegasus Pool Products are here and ready to help and assist you. 
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WAVE
Large to Olympic Pools
The professional answer for The professional answer for 

systematic, thorough and systematic, thorough and 
reliable pool cleaning for reliable pool cleaning for 

Olympic-sized and commercial Olympic-sized and commercial 
pools. Robust, heavy-duty pools. Robust, heavy-duty 
design to meet the tough design to meet the tough 
demands of daily use in demands of daily use in 

commercial pools. One of the commercial pools. One of the 
most cost-effective machines most cost-effective machines 

on the market. on the market. 
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HAMMERHEAD
Domestic Size Pools

Hammer Head features a new, Hammer Head features a new, 
patented silent flapper design. patented silent flapper design. 

This sole operational moving partThis sole operational moving part
creates the kinetic energy that creates the kinetic energy that 

powers Hammer Head around your powers Hammer Head around your 
pool. Elegantly simple and highly pool. Elegantly simple and highly 
reliable, this dependable design reliable, this dependable design 
has been proven in more than has been proven in more than 

2 million pools worldwide.2 million pools worldwide.

LEAFWIZARD
Small to Medium Pools

Leaves are a thing of the past Leaves are a thing of the past 
with the silent running, water with the silent running, water 
turbine-driven LeafWIZARD turbine-driven LeafWIZARD 

automatic pool cleaner for all automatic pool cleaner for all 
popular pool types and popular pool types and 

surfaces. The LeafWIZARD surfaces. The LeafWIZARD 
scrubs and sweeps the scrubs and sweeps the 

surfaces of your pool leaving surfaces of your pool leaving 
you time to enjoy your pool you time to enjoy your pool 
and time with your family in and time with your family in 

the summer sun.the summer sun.

NITRO ROBOTIC
Domestic size Pools

The Nitro Robotic Wall Scrubber The Nitro Robotic Wall Scrubber 
represents the next generation represents the next generation 

of pool cleaners. No of pool cleaners. No 
installation, hoses or additional installation, hoses or additional 
equipment is required, just turn equipment is required, just turn 
it on and it will vacuum, scrub it on and it will vacuum, scrub 
and clean your pool’s floor and and clean your pool’s floor and 
walls up to the water line in 3 walls up to the water line in 3 

hours. Nitro Wall Scrubber Pool hours. Nitro Wall Scrubber Pool 
Cleaners are suitable for vinyl Cleaners are suitable for vinyl 

liner, fibreglass, tile and liner, fibreglass, tile and 
concrete residential pools.concrete residential pools.

TYPHOON MAX
Large to Olympic Pools

The Typhoon Max offers The Typhoon Max offers 
features and performance features and performance 

unlike any other cleaner on the unlike any other cleaner on the 
market today. Its modern styling market today. Its modern styling 

and advanced 21st Century and advanced 21st Century 
technology gives the Typhoon technology gives the Typhoon 
the ability to literally map any the ability to literally map any 

pool configuration to pool configuration to 
thoroughly and effectively clean thoroughly and effectively clean 
in a measured and systematic in a measured and systematic 

manner that eliminates wasteful manner that eliminates wasteful 
wear and tear and overlapping wear and tear and overlapping 

cleaner motions.cleaner motions.
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